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Cortes - Daily (feat. Cass)
Tom: E
Intro: A  E

               A
Yeah I need you on the daily, daily
                      A
Couple weeks and I go crazy. Crazy
               E
Yeah I need you on the regular, the regular
                         E
Yeah I need you yeah I?m telling ya, telling ya

                  A7M
Yeah I need you on the daily, daily
                      A
Couple weeks and I go crazy. Crazy
                   E
Yeah I need you on the regular, the regular
                         E
Yeah I need you yeah I?m telling ya, telling ya

       A
Do you mind if I, mind if I
                  A
Tell a story of a girl that I, girl that I
                             E
Know that needs you on the daily

Ain?t no time to mess around
E
I know when it?s going down
You?re the one I need and now

A
They don?t know, they don?t know what I?ve been through
A                                                 E
They don?t know, they don?t know that I need you aye

Here?s my life you take it and you use me
E
It?s more than just a high
                       A
God, I need you on the daily
                                  A
It?s a fact when I?m with you its amazing

                                   E
My whole life is only centred on you
                     E

Only centred on you, yeah yeah

                       A
Yeah I need you on the daily, daily
                      A
Couple weeks and I go crazy. Crazy
                        E
Yeah I need you on the regular, the regular
                         E
Yeah I need you yeah I?m telling ya, telling ya

A
All those nights I spent alone
 A7M
I know you were there all along
    E
And you?re the centre of my home
There?s no sense in letting go

A7M
No running away
I need you to day
A
Day after day
Irrisistable grace

E
No way I can fight it
The one who I confide in
E
 There?s no hiding
                       A7M
Yeah I need you on the daily, daily
                      A7M
Couple weeks and I go crazy. Crazy
                       E
Yeah I need you on the regular, the regular
                         E
Yeah I need you yeah I?m telling ya, telling ya

                       A7M
Yeah I need you on the daily, daily
                      A7M
Couple weeks and I go crazy. Crazy
                       E
Yeah I need you on the regular, the regular
                         E
Yeah I need you yeah I?m telling ya, telling ya

[Final] A   E
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